
How to make a 3D snowman out of paper

Step-by-step instructions

1. Print your snowman template onto white card. You will need one template for every snowman you 
create and may want to have a few spare in case of mistakes.

2. Colour in your snowman template as you'd like. You could go traditional with a black hat, orange carrot 
nose and black buttons down the body.

Or, get creative and be unique. You could create a rainbow coloured jacket and add some heart-shaped 
glasses to the snowman's face.

3. Carefully cut out shapes A and B using scissors. Create an additional cut on shape A, along the centre 
line as far as the line goes.

Then, slide shape A onto shape B to form a cross. You have now formed the lower body of your snowman.

4. Next, carefully cut the two smaller circles, shapes C & D. Again, cut along the centre line in shape D and 
slide this onto shape C. You have now formed the upper body of your snowman.

Then, make a small cut in shape C, using our line as a guidance. This will allow you to slide the upper body 
(shapes C & D), onto the lower body of your snowman (shapes A & B).

5. Now onto your DIY snowman's face. Carefully cut out the face using scissors and make an additional cut 
at the bottom of the head as indicated in the template.

Slot your snowman's head into place on the upper body (parts C & D).

6. Finally, cut out the snowman’s arms and hat and secure these in place using Bostik Blu Stick.

Alternatively, to enhance your 3D effect, try using Bostik’s Foam Pads - available in both Small and Medium.

7. And you're done! You've now learnt how to make a 3D snowman out of paper.

Repeat steps 1 to 6 to create more than one DIY paper snowman. You can then group these together to create 
a wonderful, winter display on windowsills, side tables or anywhere you'd like!
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Tip

However you colour in your snowman, remember to stay within the lines and to shade carefully 
so that there aren't any white gaps which could affect the overall finish of your DIY snowman craft.

Important

Steps 3-7 include using scissors. Please ensure children are supervised when using scissors and 
if necessary, an adult should complete the cutting on behalf of a child.
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